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‘Until the early
1980s, most
recurrent federal
education spending
still went to public
schools but by 1996,
55 percent was being
allocated to private
schools. That figure
had ballooned to 74
percent by 2006,
even though only 32
percent of pupils
were attending
private schools. … In
the case of schools,
Howard’s greatest
achievement has
been to bias federal
grants heavily in
favour of private
schools – particularly
the least needy
(Mackay, Advance
Australia Where,
2007, pp. 321-322).

Australia only spends
5.8% of GDP on
education (18th in the
OECD). Public
investment in
universities has
fallen by 7% in the
last decade while
other OECD
countries have
increased funding by
48% (Mackay,
Advance Australia
Where, 2007, p. 20).
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‘What about
egalitarianism?
Given our
increasingly stark
socio-economic
stratification, it’s
even doubtful
whether this is still
our dream, and the
more we recite it like
a mantra, the less
clearly we’ll perceive
the contradictory
reality of unequal
access to education,
health care, housing
and information’
(Mackay, Advance
Australia Where,
2007, p. 157).

‘The … yearning for
certainty led to the
rise of the so-called
economic rationalists
who preach the
gospel of
untrammelled free
markets. Again, the
appeal lies in its
magical simplicity.
There’s only one
rule: let the market
decide’ (Mackay,
2007, pp. 275-276).

‘Lyndsay Connors
says the national
system of funding
schools is helping
entrench social
disadvantage in rural
and suburban
Australia, and that a
funding system
originally devised to
favour
disadvantaged
Catholic schools was
now advantaging the
richest private
schools. / The
government argues
that its generous
support for private
schools is all about
promoting freedom of
choice, but it’s an
increasingly lopsided
choice…’ (Mackay,
2007, p. 323).
“‘Do we really want
to raise our kids to
be little materialists?
Are we setting the
right example?’”
(Mackay, 2007, p.
86).
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‘The ‘fair go’? That
certainly sounds like
us. Dinky-di. Unless
you’re an asylumseeker, of course, or
the kind of refugee
we don’t want, an
Aborigine, poor,
homeless, or have a
mental illness or
some other disability.
(Come to think of it,
we’re quite adept at
marginalising
people.)’ (Mackay,
Advance Australia
Where, 2007, p.
158).

‘If you had to be
brutally honest about
the values that drive
[Australians] at
present, materialism
would have to top
the list, perhaps
followed by
pragmatism’
(Mackay, 2007, p.
158).

‘Whatever happened
to the idea that a
world-class public
education system –
free, universal,
compulsory – was
the brightest symbol
of Australia’s
commitment to
egalitarianism? The
egalitarianism ideal
was never about
equality of outcome,
but it was certainly
about equality of
opportunity and the
current school
funding
arrangements look
like a threat to that
ideal. In education,
equal opportunity
doesn’t simply mean
‘everyone can go to
school’; it means
there’s a uniformly
high standard of
teaching and
resources available
to all school pupils –
public and private’
(Mackay, Advance
Australia Where,
2007, p. 325).
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“When we embrace materialism and enshrine it as
our core value – as Australia is in danger of doing –
we not only let ‘the economy’ obscure our view of
society, but we nurture the crazy idea that our wealth
defines our worth. (If that’s true, more is bound to be
better, so get back on the treadmill right now)”
(Mackay, Advance Australia Where, 2007, p. 342).

Paper published as a monograph in 2008 by The Australian Curriculum
Studies Association (ACSA), Deakin West, ACT.
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William to Adso: “The order that our mind
imagines is like a net, or like a ladder,
built to attain something. But afterward
you must throw a ladder away, because
you discover that, even if it was useful, it
was meaningless. … The only truths that
are useful are instruments to be thrown
away” (Umberto Eco, The Name of the
Rose, 1980/1998, p. 492).
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Postscript

End of the culture wars
Richard Nile │November 28, 2007 │The Australian

This text represents the ‘zeitgeist’ (time spirit) of
2007. As such, it ‘meditates’ on issues and
concerns relevant to that year and to me at that
time. Nonetheless, on finishing this text and
contemplating its final arrangement and aesthetic,
the Australian political landscape has suddenly
changed. On Saturday, November 24, 2007, about
one year after I started this text, the Australian
people elected Kevin Rudd as Prime Minister in a
landslide (or ‘Ruddslide’ as the Sunday Mail
described it) victory over John Howard and the
Coalition Government, thus giving Labor its first
Federal election victory in 11 years.

THE culture wars are over. The history wars are finished.

It remains to be seen whether this new government
can improve the Australian educational landscape
and bring social justice back to the fore. But given
my criticisms of John Howard and neo-liberal
ideology in this text, I am openly optimistic and
looking forward to the rest of my PhD candidature
and the years ahead. Long live democracy ‘tocome’ (as Derrida might say)!

The oldies stuck with Howard and his outgoing team on
Saturday, The under 50s voted for Rudd in droves.

Such an assessment should not necessarily impute ideological
victory or defeat by any one opinion or side of the argument,
though it is made in the wake of the electoral demise of the
Howard government.
Under Howard, wedge politics were routinely deployed with
ruthless effect and attacks on intellectuals were commonplace.
Independent thinking was targeted as being “un-Australian”.
Yet the culture and history wars died a natural death through a
lack of interest and relevance among a new voting public,
inspired not by Howard’s term as prime minister, but by the
generational turn towards Rudd. …
Generational change is well and truly underway across our
universities and will gather momentum in the next few years. This
is the real education revolution. …

The younger demographic took confidence in the economic
prosperity of Australia to vote for a compassionate society –
which new liberal leadership aspirants are beginning to talk up in
the wake of Howard’s end.
The time is now ripe for reinstating respect back into intellectual
inquiry and independent thinking. …
The culture and history wars are over and with them should also
go the adversarial nature of intellectual debate. …
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